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This is a triptychon but it should have been a picture with four pies. In that way you 
could have seen more clearly what it really means. The pies represent the total work 
force of the nation state of Denmark, a small kingdom to the North of Germany. In 
1787 the percentage of the work force which is blue is overwhelming and the 
number of people occupied in the sectors of trade and industry are not impressive, 
industry starting up you kight say. A hundred years later the number of people 
accupied in the agricultural sector has decreased and the number of people in 
industry has grown considerably. Then we miss the fourth pie inserted before the 
present when in the 1960s the industrial sector was by far the largest until we at the 
far right meet the present. Here the sectors of service and trad have all but dwarfed 
at least agriculture and soon probably also the industrial sector. My them today is 
that in order to understand the present we have to analyze how the past has 
determined our view of it. And my point is that the society represented in the first 
two pies is a society which gave birth to a kind of language research which simply 
has lost much of its meaning in keeping with the loss of people in the sectors of 
agriculture and industry. In a much too sweeping statement we might say that 
dialectology was the science of the distant agricultural past while the classic 
variationist class based sociolinguistics was a true and insightful description of an 
industrial society which alas is also now of the past. 
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"the owl of Minerva, i.e. wisdom, spreads its wings only with the falling of the dusk” 
This famous quote has been taken to mean a lot of different things but I believe that 
the consensus is that the human sciences are always making sense of the immediate 
past precisely because it is now the past. We can only clearly see what is now gray 
and gray, we cannot enliven the past but we can precisely for that reason get to 
know its real impact. Please take the remarks in this lecture in that spirit. 
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I have called this a palimpsest because each layer is still inscribed in the memory of 
the sciences and because each of the disciplines that once reigned supreme has now 
taken up a lowly position inside a hierarchy of language sciences still very much with 
us. I have eminent colleagues at the University of Copenhagen representing each of 
the strains in the slide.  
One further note here: The classical philology which was founded in the age of the 
Renaissance was extremely succesful. It furnished the European school system with 
food for thought and learning for more than four centuries and thus had a profound 
effect on the creation of an European elite of scholars and clerks all trained on the 
basis of the same texts. 
In that sense the birth of the natoion state was not only a story of success but also a 
story of loss. From now on, students at national universities wre trained in ways 
typically and characteristically celebrating a separatist past: The claim of universality 
was superseded by the scholarship of nationality. 
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In this talk I will focus on two phases of Historical comparative linguistics as the 
backdrop for an analysis of the methods used in contemporary sociolinguistic work. I 
gather that Mark Liberman will take good care of the future of dialectology in his talk 
this afternoon which I look very much forward to 
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There is an enormous literature on what the meaning of ‘nation’ ‘Volk’ and 
‘Volksgeist’ is, was and had been in previous epochs, primarily in German. I have 
been particularly happy to read in Andreas Gardts collection on Nation und Sprache 
and to study Helmuth Beumanns magisterial survey of the meaning of such notions 
before the age of Romanticiosm. As with all historical knowledge it is essential to 
contextualize and to escapoe the danger of reading into these terms what they only 
became much later. 
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Petersen laments the lenition processes both those of the weak vowels and those of 
the postvocalic consonants. He seeks the causes outside Denmark and cannot find 
them and so he concludes that the rewasoin for this deplorable development is ‘the 
oppressed state of the people in particular the common man. This realization is 
indeed hard to bear for anyone whose soul with rapture dwells at the ancestral 
monuments, but it is true.’  
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It is somewhat interesting to note that the quotation is taken from the late Kristian 
Hald (former professor of Nordic philology at the University of Copenhagen and an 
eminent onomasiologist)’s contribution to a volume entitled Frontiers of Human 
Knowledge. Hald is ex0plicitly a skepticist when it comes to even the possibility of 
explaininmg these processes. Of course one might put the stress on the adjective. 
Then it would be a comment on Skautrup’s attempt at ordering the processes in a 
circle with the innermost circle giving the internal cause for the subsequent – 
admittedly related – processes. Or we might – more appropriately I believe - put the 
stress on the noun ‘cause’ thus getting close to a position that claims the principled 
impossibility of going further than description. I believe this is the position 
associated with positivism within a number of human sciences. 
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When does he evr stop talking about the past, I hear you mumble. And I shall start 
talking about the implications and our empirical work to overcome all these moot 
points from the past NOW 
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This slide shows that different fiedl methods actually do lead to variations as to how 
many genres are represented in the materials 
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